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IN-LAWS 

By 

Raymond White 

 

The English language desperately needs words for in-laws. How does a married 

person address his or her parents-in-law? I call my wife’s father Don, but that feels 

disrespectful, ignoring his station. Or I call him Dad. But that feels presuming; he’s not 

my dad, he’s my wife’s dad. And there is no third choice, but there ought to be. 

My own son-in-law has no title for me and never addresses me at all. He used to 

call me “brother White,” a church designation, but I winced at that and now that’s gone 

by the wayside. My two daughters-in-law love me, but they don’t know what to call me, 

or my wife. Every English speaking family feels the embarrassment of this lack of utility 

in our language. Our English grammarians have failed us. 

Spanish does have such a designation. Suegro means father-in-law, and suegra 

mother-in-law. So my quest is not an unreasonable one.  

Let’s explore the possibilities. Little children call their parents mommy and 

daddy, which migrates later to the more terse and more sophisticated mom and dad. An 

alternative, which was gifted to us by Latin languages such as Spanish and Italian, is 

mama and papa.  

To take this a bit further, we call our grandparents grandma and grandpa. But to 

distinguish, since we have two of each, we often add first or last name, as grandpa Ray or 

grandpa White, which works as well for great-grand-father ― our grandchildren call my 

wife’s father grandpa Ball even though he is properly their great-grand-father. 

Here’s what I suggest. Let’s take advantage of the fact that we have two sets of 

parental words: mom and dad, and mama and papa. Let’s restrict mom and dad to the 

most literal meanings of “my mom” and “my dad,” but allow mama and papa to have a 

more general meaning of parent-like person; namely, in-laws and step parents.  

This could work. One reason it could work is that mama and papa sound like 

qualifying titles ― mama Cyndi and papa Ray flow as easily as grandma Cyndi  and 

grandpa Ray, or for that matter aunt Alma and uncle Bernie which titles we use even for 

people who are not actual aunts and uncle but only friends of the family who are well 

acquainted with the children.  

To further make the point, while we can say mama Cyndi and papa Ray, we 

would never say mom Cyndi or dad Ray. And the reason we’d never say that is because 

those titles are reserved for actual progeny so the relationship is already certain, therefore 

names would be superfluous and silly. But the construct of mama and papa and their 

handy vagueness allow us to slip in whatever name we choose. And that permits us to 

label people who fill similar roles to mom and dad but not actually mom and dad; 

namely, in-laws and also step-parents. 

Every child of divorced parents who has to live with a step-parent has stumbled 

over this very problem. The step-mother offers, quite sincerely, “Please call me mom.” 

Some children will, but others never will. Stepchildren, not trying to be quarrelsome, 

might rightly object, “But you’re not my mom.” And she’d be right. But, then, just what 

is the child supposed to call her step-mother? By her first name? That’s presuming 

because they are not peers. Then what? Aunt? That’s not anything like accurate. “Step-

mom”? Yuch! How about mama-Anne, mama-Betty, mama-Cyndi? Now, that works, as 
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well as aunt Cyndi and grandma Cyndi. And it does not intrude on the unassignable title 

of mom, of which, each child has only one.  

Well, that’s not strickly true. A woman who adopts a true orphan or a thrown 

away child can be the child’s mom or mommy, but that’s only true because the child has 

no mom or mommy so the new mother can step into a vacant role. Thus there is only one 

mom. There’s no harm in that. That’s not the issue I’m addressing. What I’m talking 

about is mom isn’t gone, but just set aside because of divorce so that a step-parent steps 

in to fill the mommy role. What should the child call that woman? My answer: mama, 

and for a man of course, papa.  

That takes care of the in-laws and step parents problem.  

That brings us to this question: Should the titles mama and papa be followed by a 

name? My answer is yes if it helps mitigate awkwardness, but no, if it’s unnecessary. 

Adding a name, first or last, creates a distancing and therefore comforting formality. 

If your daughter announces that she has a boyfriend, of course Mister White is an 

appropriate title, (or Brother White if you’re churchy people). But when your daughter 

announces her engagement, Mister is too distant for a son-in-law, and this new fiancée 

will, at some point, ask you, “What shall I call you?” And you might well wonder, what 

is the right title? Well, offer “Papa.”  

But he may complain and say, “But you’re not my father.” That’s reasonable, but 

now you can come back with, “Then call me Papa Ray.” If he’s a real stickler, then say, 

“Okay, okay, how about Papa White? Is that formal enough?” And one of those three 

should surely work. 

The fact that the words mama and papa trip off the tongue as easily as grandma 

and grandpa (and aunt and uncle) is why I believe that this convenient tweek to our 

language might actually work. You know this is a lingering problem: what should we call 

our in-laws? I have just offered a solution.  

Of course once you reach the grandma and grandpa stage of life, the problem 

ceases to exist because everyone is comfortable with those titles; it’s as if you’ve earned 

it by surviving. 

So, young people, when you get married and you wonder what to call your in-

laws, try calling them mama and papa, sometimes followed by their first name and 

sometimes not, whichever is the more comfortable at the moment. But of course always 

leave those most familiar titles, mom and dad, to their actual child, your spouse. 


